
Torchbearer: Urbanity 
What is this? 
This is a Torchbearer supplement for Urban Adventuring. Right now it’s a mish-mash of rules that are being playtested in 
various forms. 

TODO 

● Make Rest Events better 
● Is Haggling too complicated? 
● Playtest the crap out of rules 
● Complete the Jobs section for randomly creating in-city jobs 
● Complete Territory rules 
● Add rules for travel to adventure sites 

Changelog 

   v0.1 Initial pre-release 2018-12-11 

Adventuring in the City 
The City operates a lot like a typical game of Torchbearer, with major exception - a city is rough, and chaotic, and 
dangerous. It is still an adventure! 

The City Phase is when the characters are traveling around and through a city. For mechanical purposes, this is just an 
Adventure Phase - the grind is active and the GM puts challenges and obstacles in front of the characters. 

Taking a Rest is the City Phase version of the Camp Phase. It often takes much less time than a Camp - hours rather than 
overnight. Regardless of time, you can still do everything you would in a Camp phase. Rests can happen out in the 
streets, or indoors at a tavern or similar. 

Downtime is the City Phase’s version of “going to Town”. Downtime is often taken after getting paid from a job, where 
characters spend days or weeks recovering and celebrating and spending. 

Episodic Gameplay 
It’s not always practical to have every player present for every session, so to ensure we can play en episode-by-episode 
format, each session will end with the characters leaving or fleeing whatever adventure they’re involved in. 

Beginning a new Session 
1. Handle the normal Missed Session / Prologue 
2. The GM will share some town rumors (todo make a table?) 
3. Start with Downtime. If a player comes to the session prepared with exactly what they did during Downtime, 

they gain a Fate Point for being prepared and helping speed up the game. 
4. Decide on a mission, adventure, or job for this session and write Goals. 

Ending a Session 
1. When there is 15 minutes remaining, the party must leave the current adventure and return to “safety”. 
2. There is an opportunity to Camp in order to spend checks, but checks can also be spent at the beginning of next 

session during Downtime. 
3. Do normal awards for the end of the session. 

   



Basic Urban Rules 

New Skill: Wayfarer (Will) 
The Wayfarer skill is a close cousin to Pathfinder or Cartographer, but unique to an urban environment. It represents the 
ability to get from one place to another in a city. Wayfarer may be used as a versus Test if there is particular opposition 
in getting to a place. In a Chase Conflict in a city, Wayfarer is used for Feint and Maneuver actions. 

Wayfarer Factors 

Destination: within the district, the next district over, across the city, hidden or secure 

Route: thoroughfares, side streets, back alleys, hidden passages 

Suggested Help: Haggler, Cartographer 

All urban-born characters begin with Wayfarer 1. 

Gathering Information 
When you’re asking around at various locations and of various people, make a Circles or Resources test using the 
following factors based on what sort of information you’re looking for: 

Gathering Information Factors 

Quality: poor, typical, reliable, confirmed 

Common: a popular topic, an old topic or few know, an ancient or lost topic, a secret topic 

Dangers/Wonders: well known, something rumored or guarded, something lost, something buried 

Suggested Help: Persuader, Haggler 

Reliable information provides +1D on any one relevant roll. Confirmed information provides +1D on two further rolls. 

Getting Around 
Typically, Gathering Information is used to find out about specific places, and Wayfarer Tests are needed to get you 
there the first time. You may keep note of any place you successfully used Wayfarer to get to, like a map in a dungeon. 
You can return to any of these places without a Test, but crossing district borders can generate new events. 

If you wish to simply wander, the GM should randomize or choose your next location, and is free to impose a Twist at 
the new location - mechanically, a Twist is the cost of not increasing the Grind. 

Wayfaring and Location Twists 
- You thought it was right here, but now you're lost. 
- You've found a similar establishment but it's not the right one. 
- There's something dangerous happening outside. 
- It's closed for the day/the week/ever. 
- A gang or law enforcement is tearing the place apart 
- Fire! Run for your life. 

Home Districts 
Replace “Hometown” with “District”. Describe the district, and choose three skills often used or practiced there as well 
as two traits common among the denizens. Much like Friends and Enemies, the GM is encouraged to drive play toward 
your home Districts. 

When dealing with people in your District, you gain +1D to Resources tests. 



Haggling 
Unlike the Town Phase, Haggling is done on demand in either the City or Downtime Phases. To use Haggler, make a 
versus Test against the Merchant’s Haggler (ranging from 3-7). If you succeed, you may reduce any number of Resources 
Obs by the margin of success, to a minimum of Ob1 each. If you fail, the GM may introduce a Twist or increase the 
Resources Obs by the margin of failure. Haggling should only be tested once per shopping trip. 

Reputation 
A character’s reputation is a list of up to three descriptors that indicate what they are known for. Adding or changing a 
descriptor is a Downtime activity. 

When making Circles tests or using Social Graces, a character may bring their Reputation into it. If they do, they may 
justify one or more of their descriptors, gaining +1D if the table agrees it would matter. However, if the Reputation 
would hinder the interaction, you take -1s to the roll. 

District Events 
When you enter a district for the first time, or sufficient time has passed since you have been here, roll on the table 
below to see what is happening. Some of these results are momentary, but others may be actual features of the area - 
it’s up to the GM. 

Entering a District (2d6) 

2 Disaster (d6) 
1. Massive Fire 
2. Bad Weather 
3. Fighting in the Streets 
4. Infestation 
5. Mysteriously Depopulated 
6. Arcane Mishap 

3-5 Problem (d3) 
1. An Enemy is present 
2. Shortage (some items cannot be purchased) 
3. Disease (Ob3 Health to avoid) 

6-8 Nothing of note 

9-11 Benefit (d3) 
1. A Friend is present 
2. Surplus (some items cost less) 
3. Nice Weather (gain Fresh if no other conditions) 

12 Wonder (d6) 
1. A New Friend (if only you’d …) 
2. Rumors of an Adventure Site 
3. Someone Important  
4. Free Food and Drink 
5. Festival (restore a point of taxed Nature or heal a Condition) 
6. Alms (gain +1D coin if Resources 2 or less) 

 

  



Taking a Rest 
When you have at least one check, you may take a Rest. Once the players decide or all checks are expended, the Rest 
ends and the Grind turn count returns to 1. When taking a Rest, you need to first find proper accommodations with a 
Resources test (Quality Factors: clean and respectable, upscale, rich). Failure on this test means you cannot Rest here. 

Establishment Ob Other Rules 

Streets - Cannot recover from Exhausted, Sick, or Injured. 

Tavern Ob0 Refill skins for free. Cannot recover from Exhausted, Sick, or Injured. 

Cafe Ob0 Cannot recover from Sick or Injured. 

Restaurant Ob1 Free recovery from Hungry & Thirsty. Cannot recover from Sick or Injured. 

Bathhouse Ob2 Gain the Fresh condition if you have no other conditions 

Apothecary Ob2 Can only recover from Sick and Injured 

Inn Ob3 Free recovery from Hungry & Thirsty and Exhausted. Cannot recover from Injured. 

Hotel Ob4 Free recovery from Hungry & Thirsty and Exhausted. 

Rest Events 
For each Rest, roll 2d6. On a 5-, there is a problem; on a 6-8, everything goes as expected; on a 9+, there is some benefit. 
If the area is upscale, take +1 on the roll, if it is sketchy, take -1 on the roll. 

d8 Problems Benefits 

1 Nasty weather is a factor in all recovery tests. Wine is freely available to refill your skins. 

2 It’s far too noisy. You cannot recover from Exhausted. The area is secluded and private, +1D to recover from 
Afraid 

3 The press of the crowd can be overwhelming. You cannot 
recover from Afraid. 

It’s quiet and comfy here, +1D to recover from Exhausted 

4 There’s no clean drink to be found. Someone left something behind. Roll d6: 1-2 gear, 3-4 
armor, 5-6 weapon. 

5 You’re lost, and can’t find a place. The group loses one 
check and must get their bearings. 

You find a hidden entrance to somewhere useful 

6 Fire! Run for your lives! You meet an overly friendly person here. One of you may 
add them as a Friend. 

7 The authorities show up, busting heads. You encounter a healer, willing to help with +1D to recover 
from Sick and Injured. 

8 A nearby location is closed, lost from your map. An entertaining performance soothes your woes. Remove 
one of Afraid or Angry for free. 

   



Downtime 
Downtime is what adventurers do when they’re not adventurting. You have to live somewhere, so first decide on your 
accommodations where you will be staying. For your first Downtime you can freely create the locations for any or all of 
your actions and add them to the map. Further Downtimes can only use locations on the map. 

Accomodations 

Parent's House 0 Lifestyle Lose a Reputation descriptor 

Poor House 0 Lifestyle - 

Boarding House 1 Lifestyle 1 Recovery Test, buy 1 more for +1 Lifestyle. 

Inn 2 Lifestyle 2 Recovery Tests, buy 1 more for +1 Lifestyle. 
Free recovery from Hungry & Thirsty 
Gain +1D to recover from Angry, Afraid, or Exhausted. 

Hotel 3 Lifestyle 2 Recovery Tests, buy 2 more for +1 Lifestyle each. 
Free recovery from Hungry & Thirsty and Exhausted. 
Gain +1D to recover from Injured or Sick. 

 

Then do the following in order: 

● Spend any remaining checks on Recovery tests 
● If your Resources or Circles have enough checks to advance, they advance now (and only during Downtime). 
● If you have spent enough Fate and Persona for the next level, gain that level now. 

Downtime Actions 
Beyond the first Downtime, you will need to discover nearby locations in play. When you have available locations, you 
may use them for any number of Downtime actions. Your Lifestyle can never go over twice your Resources. 

Downtime Actions 

Training +1 Lifestyle If your Mentor is available, they can train their specialty (mark pass or fail) or learn spells. 

Gather Rumors +1 Lifestyle Gain a new rumour about an adventure site 

Hire Help +1 Lifestyle Make a Circles test, factors: porter, fighter, guide, scholar 

Buy Goods +0 Lifestyle Make Resources tests using the lists available 

Sell or Pawn +0 Lifestyle Gain coin for any loot; 1D Silver for any Ob4+ item; 2D Silver for any Ob8+ item 

Simple Job +1 Lifestyle Take a simple job, making 1 test chosen by the GM and gaining 1D Silver if you succeed 

Find Adventure +1 Lifestyle Get an adventure for the whole party from a patron (see below) 

Gain Rep +1 Lifestyle Spread word of your exploits. The other players vote on a Reputation descriptor to add or change. 

Do Research +1 Lifestyle Make a Scholar test, +1D per language spoken, using the Gather Information factors 

Call on a Contact +1 Lifestyle Gain a favor from a Friend (once per session for each Friend) 

Other Business +1 Lifestyle Any other scene resulting in a test that makes sense, given local locations, contacts, and supplies 

 

When Downtime is complete, make a Resources test against your Lifestyle Ob. Failure generally results in a tax, but if 
Lifestyle was over Resources, you may be shunned from locations, or people may come to collect. 



 

Jobs 

Getting Hired 
Actual jobs are things the whole party will need to take on in the City phase. Roll on the following table to find one: 

d6 What type of job? Who is asking? Where and what is the target? 

1 Fetch Criminals This district 

2 Delivery Enforcers A nearby district 

3 Protection Scholars A distant district 

4 Kill Mystics Through a Tether 

5 Information Locals Don’t know 

6 Exploration Refugees No one knows 

 

Setting Out 
When the characters set out on a new job or mission, determine what complication occurs or follows them 

1. A competitor has the same leads 
2. An Enemy follows for their own reasons 
3. It's a setup 
4. The rumors were false, there’s nothing there 
5. ? 
6. ? 

  



Territory 
Anyone can own Territory, but most often it is gangs, guilds, or other groups that do. 

The following list demonstrates the cost to purchase existing territory. If you have available space, you may choose 
instead to build - you must still pay the cost, but gain +3D to the roll. 

Employee positions are automatically filled with the purchase. 

Territory Cost Build Additional Benefits 

Stall Ob4 - Space for one person? 

Shack Ob6 Ob3 Carpenter Supports 1 upgrade 

Small Building Ob8 Ob4 Carpenter Supports 2 upgrades 

Large Building Ob10 Ob6 Stonemason Supports 3 upgrades 

Upgrades Cost Build Additional Benefits 

+Business Ob8 Ob5 [Skill] 3 Employees. 1 bag of copper per Downtime 

+Housing Ob5 - 1 free Recovery test for one character 

+Fortifications Ob10 Ob7 Stonemason  

+Market Ob4 - 1 Employee. Add +1D to one shopping test per Downtime. 

+Garden    

???    

    

    

Gangs 
Any group that owns territory has a Gang rating that begins at 0 and increases by 1 each time the total Ob of territory 
reaches a multiple of 10. When the members of the Gang act independently against other Gangs, make opposed Tier 
Tests. 

As a Twist, the GM may have another gang attempt to claim some of your Territory by force. If they do so, you may use 
an opposed Tier Tests if the characters do not get directly involved. If Territory is lost, it may result in loss of Tier. 

Gang War 
New conflict type TODO - Tier used to Attack and Defend, Reputation used to Maneuver or Feint? 

 


